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Abstract 
The complexity of today’s products and materials is ever increasing. There is a demand on the industry to produce lighter, 
stronger, and more precise products. A common practice to achieve such products is to combine different materials to enhance 
strengths and reduce weaknesses; multi material products. Fabricating complex parts using multi materials does, however, lead 
to an increased difficulty in metrological verification and material characterisation. The use of computed tomography is today 
widespread within the industry, providing new possibilities for internal measurements, but there are still many uncertainties 
associated with the method. It is well known that large variations in density of multi materials greatly affects the contrast obtained 
by computed tomography, resulting in difficulties to scan and acquire reliable data from certain material setups. 
In this work the effects on internal measurements as a consequence of differences in X-ray penetration depth have been studied 
with regards to multi material setups. The main interest was the ability to acquire measurements from internal features of material 
compositions that are commonly used in the industry. In the result, difficulties and uncertainties associated with computed 
tomography of multi materials are highlighted and suggestions on how to reduce problems and obtain a more reliable test method 
are discussed. 
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1 Introduction 
The new inspection possibilities opened up by X-ray computed tomography (CT) for the industry are vast, but there are still 
many challenges involved in the process. When performing CT inspection of parts in industry there are two main density related 
issues that can cause problems. If  two or more materials possess highly similar densities, for example carbon fibres in an epoxy 
matrix or variations of plastic parts in contact with each other, absorption contrast CT equipment are challenged to the edge of 
what is possible. Techniques, phase contrast for example, can be employed to help with such problems [1]. In this work the focus 
is however not on the case of multi-materials with similar density, but instead on the issues that arise when differences of density 
are combined with large variations in material thickness. 
The fabrication of lightweight products commonly involves a large range of materials. For example, a single component can 
include Aluminium, steel, plastic, and Titanium. When performing CT investigations of multi-material components there are no 
optimal energy setting of the CT equipment which can acquire data from all the materials in a satisfactory manner. If the settings 
are optimized for plastic (low density) details, the X-rays will not penetrate the metals (high density) with sufficient intensity. If 
the settings are optimized for steel details, the plastic and lighter metals will be overexposed. This challenge coupled with 
differences in material thickness can make certain material setups and part shapes highly difficult to inspect.  
Common practice for a CT operator is to find a setting that produces some contrast for all of the involved details to be studied. 
This practice can result in poor contrast for all the involved materials which leads to high uncertainties for surface determination 
and the possibility to acquire reliable measurements. What is considered to be optimal settings are mostly up to the operator of 
the CT system and thus the variation of results acquiered by different operators can be large. 
Another difficulty encountered during CT inspections is the beam hardening effect. The effect arises from the fact that most of 
inspection and lab CT equipments use polychromatic X-ray sources. The low energy range of the X-rays can penetrate the edges 
of components where there is less material to penetrate. Low energy X-rays attenuate rapidly as the material thickness is increased 
while the high energy X-rays attenuate less. Commonly used CT detectors counts the photons that interacts with each detector 
pixel, these counts are then used to determine the density and length of material that the X-ray spectrum has penetrated. The 
beam hardening effect thus causes the reconstruction process to produce a shell on components with a higher density than the 
core of the material, even for homogenous materials. To counteract the hardening effect a beam hardening filter is commonly 
used. However, this filter can have effects on the dimensions and contrast of the final volume [2]. Tan et al. performed studies 
on the effects that beam hardening filters has on measurements of a steel cylinder enclosed with different material thicknesses 
[3]. They found that different filters could result in deviations of up to 0.8% for measurements on the cylinder diameter. Similar 
studies have been carried out by Dewulf et al. on the effects of beam hardening filters on spheres. The group concluded that 
beam hardening filters does, mostly, increase the metrological accuracy of measurements [4]. 
An important aspect when it comes to CT meteorology is the method used to segment the different materials present in a volume. 
In the simplest case the segmentation can be performed using a threshold between material and air, but in many cases the 
thresholding has to account for several different materials. The (possibly) simplest and fastest thresholding technique is the 
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ISO50% method where the histogram of grey values is used, the peak corresponding to material is set to 100% and the peak with 
background set to 0%. The grey value precisely in between the peaks will be set as the threshold for surface extraction. In practice 
this method has limited applications since it mainly work for two material setups (material - air), therefore other methods which 
are more suited for multi material setups have been developed. Local thresholding is a promising method where the surfaces are 
extracted by evaluation of surrounding voxels gradients from a chosen point in a volume. The surfaces are defined where the 
gradients have their maximum. This method can be used for multi material setups but does lack in tractability since the starting 
points for the evaluation has to be set by an operator [5]. To increase the contrast of CT data in the case of a large variety in 
material thickness and/or density there is an option to use a dual-energy (dual-energy computed tomography (DECT)) approach. 
DECT has proven its usefulness in medical applications and is today employed at many clinics [6, 7]. DECT is also employed 
in security applications where small differences in density can be used to distinguish between an explosive and, for example, a 
can of honey [8]. 

1.1 Dual-energy computed tomography 
The main principle of DECT is to fuse the information from different energy projections and use the highest quality data from 
each one. To date, there are at least four methods to perform the data collection for DECT; sequential acquisition, rapid voltage 
switching, layered detector, and dual-source CT [9]. 
The computational steps after the acquisition of data sets can generally be done in three different ways [10]: pre-reconstruction, 
post-reconstruction and iterative-reconstruction. A drawback with the post-reconstruction methods is that artefacts (such as 
streaking from beam hardening) can be present in the reconstructed volumes and this can lower the quality of the result.  
DECT is increasingly used in today’s material research, for example in biology, where different density regions of specimens 
can be resolved nicely using the method [11]. Krämer and Weckenmann has presented work where projections are fused with a 
dual-energy approach with the goal to perform dimensional evaluations [12]. The group found that the fusing had positive effects 
on the deviation of measurements on planes for step wedges. Heinzl et al. has shown that the dual-energy approach can give 
good results when inspecting industrial parts for metrology purposes [13]. 
 
In this paper the metrological consistency of measurements done on multi material setups with varying wall thicknesses is 
studied. The pre-reconstruction method with sequential acquisition approach of DECT is used. The computation step of fusing 
the acquired data was performed using in-house built software (Oxct). The fused CT volumes were compared with a reference 
volume that was acquired according to the recommendations from the manufacturer of the CT system used. 

2 Materials and Methods 
To investigate the aforementioned effects there was a need for easily measured and highly accurate reference points, for this 
purpose high precision spheres were chosen. The precision spheres were placed in a test object with varying material thickness, 
see figure 1. As the distance H increases the enclosing material thickness increases linearly from 0 to ØC2- ØC1. The hollow 
cone was fabricated from extruded stock material using a lathe. The adjustment screw was fabricated from the same material as 
the cone.  

 
Figure 1: Precision spheres placed in a test object with varying thickness. The dimension ØD is measured for each sphere along 
the distance H. The placement of the spheres can be adjusted by a screw at the bottom of the test object. 
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The dimensions of ØC1 and ØC2 were 6.35 mm and 40 mm respectively. The dimensions led to an increase of enclosing material 
thickness of about 3.5 mm between the centres of each precision sphere, from 0 to 33.65 mm. Ten precision spheres with the 
dimension Ø6.35 mm were placed inside of the test object for each test setup. Spheres are labelled from 1 to 10 where 1 is the 
topmost sphere and 10 the sphere at the bottom of the cone. The physical test object and precision spheres is shown in figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. a) CT fixture for the test object b) test object with precision spheres mounted c) steel precision spheres d) Titanium 
precision spheres. 
 
The test object was built as a hollow cone from Aluminium (6060) with a density of 2.7 g/cm3. Two different materials were 
used for the precision spheres, the materials are listed in table 1. 
 
Table 1. Materials, properties and geometrical accuracy for the precision spheres. 
Test object Material Density (g/cm3) Ø Variation (µm) 
    
Titanium spheres Titanium (Ti6Al4V) 4.45 ±2 
Steel spheres Steel (AISI 52100 100Cr6) 7.8 ±0.7 

 
The test objects were combined in a fashion where the cone was scanned containing each precision ball material, a total of three 
test setups. Three scans were performed for each test setup, high energy, low energy and reference. Projections from the high/low 
energy scans were used to fuse new projections while the reference scan was reconstructed as is. Combinations and parameters 
used for the scans can be seen in table 2. The scanning parameters were adjusted to achieve as intensities similar as possible for 
the least/most enclosed precision balls in the high/low energy scans. All scans were performed using the Nikon XT 225 scanner, 
a cone beam system with a tungsten target. The high energy scans were considered as overexposed and low energy as 
underexposed. 
 
Table 2. Settings of performed CT scans. 

Material setup Scan type Projections Acceleration voltage (kV) Filament current (µA) Filter (mm) 
      
Al -Steel Reference 720 145 82 Cu 0.5 
Al -Steel Overexposed 720 223 107 Cu 2.0 
Al -Steel Underexposed 720 108 82 Cu 0.3 
Al -Titanium Reference 720 125 82 Cu 0.3 
Al -Titanium Overexposed 720 223 112 Cu 2.0 
Al -Titanium Underexposed 720 98 82 Cu 0.1 

 
The acquisition time for each projection was 1000 millisecond which made each scan last 12 minutes. The total acquisition time 
for a fused projection was thus 24 minutes. The voxel size of the final volumes was roughly 80x80x80 µm. Acquisition of the 
projections were performed in the order: reference, overexposed, and underexposed. The over and underexposed projections 
were fused into a new projection while the reference scan was reconstructed directly. 
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2.1 Computational Method 
The computational step was carried out with an in-house built program (Oxct). The program deals with each projection pair of 
over and underexposed projections separately. The overexposed projection is used as a template to select values from the over 
and underexposed projections. The template is altered by the user who can choose between several operations to make sure that 
desirable values are picked from each projection. The user can choose from simple operations such as cos, sin, sqrt, and exp as 
well as scale the functions to achieve the desired results. Evaluation of the result is perfomed by examining and comparing 
intensity plot lines of the original and fused projections. The result is further improved by the addition of a light median filter to 
reduce noise. The median filter recalculates each pixel to the median value of the neighbouring pixels, reducing the noise that is 
inherent from fast scans using charge-coupled device detectors. Further contrast enhancement can also be performed by cutting 
of the high (and low) intensity values of the pixels and stretch the remaining pixel values to fill the gap (altering the histogram 
of intensities). An example of the program interface during use can be seen in figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3. The interface of Oxct. The interface includes displaying of the original projections and the fused result, histograms for 
all projections, filtering functions and histogram adaptation tools. To the right there is an intensity plot where the user can 
compare the intesitiy and contrasts of the original and fused projections. 
 
Final reconstruction of the fused projection was performed with the Feldkamp, Davis, and Kress (FDK) algorithm in the 
commercially available software VGstudio Max. Beam hardening filter was used for all reconstructions. 

2.2 Filtering and Measurements 
The filters and histogram adjustments in Oxct were performed with the goal to enhance the contrast for the spheres. Any loss of 
geometrical and/or density information about the cone was considered to be of no relevance for the measurements of the spheres. 
The volumes were calibrated by using the distance between sphere 1 and 3. The spheres were measured using the Gaussian fit 
method. Fit points were chosen on the spheres until the measured diameter value converged within 10 µm. Segmentation was 
done by local thresholding. Sample volumes of voxels were selected in the same places in each volume and were used to perform 
surface detection. Local thresholding lacks in repeatability between operators but it outperforms the results that are achieved by 
for example global thresholding. Relative contrast between spheres and surrounding cone material was measured by plotting 
intensity lines over each sphere. The intensity lines were plotted for the same pixels (the same place) in each projection. The 
relative contrast was defined as the local minima in the intensity profiles caused by the spheres. An example of the relative 
contrast measurements can be seen in figure 4. 
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Figure 4. A fused projection of the test object. The red line in a) indicates the extraction point for intensity lines. b) Intensity 
plots from three projections; fused (blue line), underexposed (red line) and overexposed (black line). The intensity for the 
projections have been normalized and the distance is in pixels across the projection. The difference between the local minima 
created by the sphere and the minima created by the cone material corresponds to the contrast of the sphere, larger difference 
mean larger contrast. 

3 Results 
The multi material information was preserved to a higher degree in the fused volumes, an example of this can be seen in figure 
5. In the figure the global threshhold for grey values has been moved to remove low density material. In the reference scan this 
action started to disolve spheres from the bottom of the cone since these spheres were asigned a faulty grey value from the 
reconstruction. The spheres in the fused volume display a more homogenous grey value throughout the cone, when the spheres 
began to disolve it started from the centre most spheres in the cone. 

 
Figure 5. CT-data of the precision spheres after the global threshold has been lowered until the spheres start to disappear a) 
Spheres from the titanium fused volume b) Spheres from the titanium reference volume. The topmost spheres of the test object 
are the spheres to the left in the figure. 
 
The diameter measurements of the Al-Steel volume can be seen in figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Measurements from the Al -Steel setup for the reference and fused volumes.  
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Diameter measurements from the reference volume display a steady decline in size as the enclosing material thickness increases. 
The fused volume measurements display a more rapid decline in size to stabilize at fixed value that persists as the surrounding 
material increases. Al -Titanium measurements can be seen in figure 7.  

 
Figure 7. Measurements from the Al -Titanium setup, reference and fused volumes. Sphere 9 and 10 could not be resolved from 
the reference volume. 
 
The reference volume measurements follows the same trend as in the Al-Steel scan where the measured size of the spheres 
decreases as the enclosing material thickness increases. In the Al-Titanium reference volume the 9th and 10th spheres could not 
be resolved using the local thresholding segmentation. The fused volume measurements displays a valley between sphere three 
and six. The fused volume could resolve all of the precision spheres. Deviations of the diameter measurements are displayed in 
figure 8.  

 
Figure 8. Deviation from the true diameter (6.35 mm) of the precision sphere measurements for all of the reconstructed volumes. 
 
The deviation of the Al-Steel reference volume lies within 0.14 to -0.14 mm while the corresponding fused volume was within 
0.11 to -0.06 mm. For the Al-Titanium reference volume the deviations was within 0.07 to -0.23 mm while the fused volume 
was within 0.03 to -0.20 mm. Standard deviations of the diameter measurements can be seen in table 3. 
 
Table 3. Standard deviations of the diameter measurements for the precision spheres 
Volume Standard deviation (mm) 
  
Al -Steel reference 0.09 
Al -Steel fused 0.05 
Al -Titanium reference 0.1 
Al -Titanium fused 0.09 

 
The standard deviations was found to be lower for all the fused volume measurements. Relative contrast measurement results 
can be seen in figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Relative contrast of spheres from the a) Al -Steel and b) Al -Titanium scan. The relative contrast for over, under, fused 
and reference projections are shown as well as general trends. 
 
The largest relative contrast for all Al-Steel projections was found for the topmost sphere where the grey value for steel was 
compared with the value for air. The underexposed projections had the best relative contrast at the topmost sphere but quickly 
declined in quality as the surrounding material thickness was increased. The overexposed projections maintained a slightly higher 
relative contrast than the reference scan. The fused projections displayed the highest relative contrast from sphere 3 and onwards. 
The largest difference in relative contrast for the fused scan between fully enclosed spheres was 26.1% (sphere 2, 31.7% and 
sphere 10 5.6%).  
Similar general trends for relative contrast was observed for the Al-Titanium projections. The overall relative contrast is lower 
than in the Al-Steel case because of the more closely related densities of Aluminium and Titanium. The 9th sphere of the reference 
scan could not be resolved, the relative contrast for that sphere was 2.1%. The difference between the highest and lowest relative 
contrast for the fused scan was 15.2% (sphere 2, 19.5% and sphere 10 4.3%).  

4 Discussion 
The results achieved from the fusing method could most likely be improved further, however, in its current state the optimization 
is highly time consuming. Although the fusing process used in this work does increase both contrast and accuracy of 
measurements it actually removes a good portion of in-data. When fusing the projections only a portion of each pixel value is 
used. It is therefore important that the optimal amount is acquired from each pixel from each projection. The algorithms used for 
the fusing of projections in this work could be improved in this respect. The fusing is highly user dependant since the user can 
control the fusing functions freely while evaluating the resulting contrast. Whether or not the optimal contrast have been achieved 
or not for the projection is not known, the user can only determine if  a change in the fusing function has resulted in an improved 
contrast. Ideally this process should be controlled automatically by some criteria given by the user. The diameters of the precision 
spheres that were measured to be smaller than the true diameter is most likely an effect from the fusing algorithm used, which is 
not optimized. Given some more optimization the measurement errors could likely be decreased or ideally eliminated completely. 
Some data-loss is introduced by stretching the intensity histogram of the projections. Perhaps the intensity fluctuations seen in 
air is not of interest for the evaluation and it would be preferable to stretch the data that is actually to be studied. This process is 
more commonly performed post reconstruction but in this work it was found beneficial to perform it before reconstructing. There 
is always a danger to remove too much material when manipulating the histograms and some criteria’s should be set and 
followed. CT measurements can be performed in several ways and are generally operator dependant. The segmentation method 
used is critical for metrology applications and there is still no real standard to follow. The local thresholding segmentation used 
in this work was deemed to produce the most reliable result and could be repeated with the same results by the same operator. 
However, switching operator would likely have an effect on the results. Even though the analysis software has sub voxel accuracy 
(claimed by the software developer) it is unlikely that the real accuracy of the measurements is below the size of one voxel, in 
this case 80 µm. A deviation from the real dimensions of 0.16 mm is thus only 2 voxels in the volume. The magnification is 
therefore something that should be considered when trying to determine what deviation could be acceptable or not. The reference 
volumes lose the multi material information as the enclosing material thickness increases. This loss is highly troubling when 
investigating complex geometries with several different material compositions. It is difficult to measure a Titanium screw if it is 
mistakenly taken for Aluminium. In the fused volumes the multi material information is preserved throughout the entire test 
object. The fusing process used in this work requires no a-priori information. This makes the process more robust in terms of 
what kind of projections that can be fused, but it might also bring limitations. The fusing process itself takes around 4-5 minutes 
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for a 720 projection set, the consumed time scales linearly. The acquisition time for the projections is doubled (at least) compared 
to a normal scan. The increase of time consumed for the inspections is, however, well worth since it allows for measurements 
that are otherwise not possible. The fused volumes displays a reduced amount of noise and smoother surfaces, the noise reduction 
mainly comes from the median filter applied but there is also an averaging factor from fusing two projection. Perhaps a fairer 
comparison could have been made towards the reference scan if two projection averaging acquisition would have been used. 
This way the acquisition time for both the reference and fused volumes would have been mostly the same. It would also be 
interesting to see the effects on the reference volume by applying the median filter and histogram adjustments to the reference 
projections. The consistency of the measurements can be said to be unsatisfactory for most applications, both from the reference 
and fused volumes. The fusing process, however, could likely be improved to achieve acceptable results. The geometry used in 
this work is fairly difficult to scan but there are definitely worse geometries. It would be interesting to see how the fusing performs 
for objects where the penetration for some parts of the object is none existent. When increasing the energy of the CT equipment 
the focal spot grows. The increased size of the focal spot causes blurring of edges on the projections. Combining such a projection 
with a low energy one seems to give the effect that the edge becomes sharp again while the internal information of the object is 
intact.  Further work should include optimization of the fusing process and trials on more complex geometries and density 
configurations. 

5 Conclusion 
This paper investigated if a dual-energy approach would increase the consistency of CT metrology. It was found that the dual-
energy approach used in this work increased the consistency of measurements in objects with a large variation in material 
thickness. Further it was also found that features unresolvable in a normal CT scan could be resolved using the dual-energy 
approach. With the method used in this paper both the density information and the accuracy of measurements could be improved. 
 
The dimensions of features are greatly affected by the fusing process and it is therefore important to have an automatic way of 
determining the fusion function. Information about multi material properties were conserved to a high degree throughout the 
entire test object for the fused volumes and part edges appeared to be sharper. The method shows great promise but more work 
is required with optimization and verification. 
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